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Q: Esteemed Committee, somewhere in the comments, a reader mentioned emotional 
unavailability, in relation to romantic arrangements. I’ve heard that more than once, in fact a 
lot more than once, but I don’t get it. 
C: This does not exist, no such thing is possible with a human who meets two 
requirements: is alive and can communicate. The complaint is most often issued by a female 
whose male counterpart does not express himself or respond to her desires for emotion-based 
behavior and communication, to the extent she would prefer. If a human has emotions, these 
are always available and detectable, if not what observers or interactors prefer. 
 
RQ: Okay another reader asked about ascension to the Fifth Dimensional Earth. 
What is that? 
C: This means increased awareness of the existence of dimensions or realms outside 
human physical senses. Earth already exists in all dimensions and always has; the rise of 
awareness involves the minds of the humans aboard Earth, solely. Earth is not rising, lifting, 
going up or travelling anywhere physical it has not already been or isn’t already going to visit. In 
general, when ascension is mentioned, this means a rise in human awareness and 
understanding. 
 
RQ: Next word: starseed 
C: More human separation for classification between levels of awareness, generally of 
spiritual matters compared to purely physical, those which trigger the five human senses.  
 
RQ: Wayshowers ? 
C: We repeat our response to the previous word, with the added tone of light leadership. 
 
RQ: Earthkeepers 
C: Humans. 
 
RQ: Great Solar flash 
C: A large ejection event from your central star, one which briefly produces an increased 
emission of light. The brightness has never and will not be when it occurs again, a flash in the 
way the human English word is understood. This will be a gradual increase over ten or twenty 
seconds, peak intensity lasting for approximately twenty to forty seconds of Earth surface time, 
then decreasing over a similar interval as the increase to peak required. The brightness will be 
sufficient to be seen clearly from Earth’s half facing the sun when the ejection occurs. The light 
will do nothing but draw human and animal attention; the solar wind and radiation will have 
significant effects, such as causing electricity generation and supply to be interrupted for several 
days in many cases and places.  
 
RQ: New earth 
C: New human consciousness.  
 
RQ: New Golden Age 
C: Same reply as the previous. 
 
RQ: Aquarian energies 



C: Meaning flowing as in water, the reason for use of aqua in the term. More easily 
detected effects from realms and dimensions not widely felt among humans and dismissed by 
established science. We suggest thinking of reiki as a good example of an aquarian energy. 
 
RQ: Solar light bodies and activations - see quote from an article: 

 
“We are in the midst of huge changes in our DNA at all cellular 
levels as our new Solar Light bodies are getting higher and higher 
frequency activations from the solar sun and 12 Central suns.” 
 

C: No, human deoxyribonucleic acid structures, latticework are not being reconfigured, 

rearranged or restructured. Even if this were to happen, which it has most notably when 

humans were created and later adapted to the Earth surface environment, it is not at the 

level of the cell but far smaller or lower. The structure of a human or any living organism’s 

cell follows the DNA code. The implication that a house is being dismantled completely, a 

new frame put up or in, with previous materials other than its load-bearing frame re-

installed so that it appears to be nearly the same or even identical, is the suggestion of this 

concept.  

 

This is not happening; humans need no DNA alterations; what human computer code 

writers would call a sub-routine in a program, are “written”, if you will, into human DNA 

already. These sub-routines, features or processes are being activated by changes to 

vibrational frequency levels. Humans need no physical alterations, any more than a human 

requires physical DNA change to feel better when receiving good news, or to become sad 

when negative news arrives.    

 

RQ: From the “truther” community: 
 

▪ Nesara/Gesara  
▪ Reval or Revaluation of currency 
▪ Med beds    

 
A: For Nesara or Gesara, no input or answer from The Committee is necessary; because I 
am a little bit of an economics wonk (maybe more than a little bit) I already know what it means: 
National or Global Economic Security And Recovery Act.  National for Nesara, Global for Gesara. 
 
These names refer to proposed economic changes achieved with new laws, rules, procedures 
and policies, all intended to improve the economic situation, condition or prospects of most 
humans, but obviously not for the wealthy among us.  
 
These concepts have nearly zero chance of implementation, because they are little more than 
communism re-branded & re-wrapped to look like something else. They’re also nobly naïve, 
because rules about money are restrictions on liberty. Money by itself is just a belief voucher; 
they are accepted because s/he who takes them believes someone else will in turn accept them 
now or later, for something else they want, and so flow the currents of goods and services. 
 
We don’t want just money, we want what money obtains. If suddenly everyone woke up one 
day and discovered a bucket full of cash at the foot of the bed, equivalent to £500,000 or 
250,000 two-pound coins, (imagine the weight of that really big bucket) would that money suddenly  



put more food out on shelves at the shop? Deliver more petrol to the filling station? Place more 
clothing in shops, more seats on more passenger aeroplanes? Cause more Americans use British 
spelling more often?  
 
No.  
 
So, rules about who has how much money, when and in which ways, are a short-term illusion, 
which over even a brief interval would change nearly nothing. The amount of money in 
existence right now, in control of humans across Earth’s surface, is at the highest amount ever in 
the history of money. (A good book on that topic by Scottish economist Niall Ferguson is worth the time for 

people so interested in & disposed to the subject)  
 
Where is all this money? At the moment central banks everywhere are using high interest rates 
to scavenge what can be removed from circulation, in attempts to lower what’s available thus 
slow down the rise of prices, which have quickly shown their shrinking taillights to income 
headlights for a few years now. So far, the threat to social lubrication, in other words sufficient 
money or liquidity needed to make the world go ‘round, have been contained.  
 
Gee whiz, you might ask….how’d this happen? Covid and various world leaders, all working for 
their HCP masters.  
 
Revaluation of currency is just a rearrangement of deck chairs on a sailing ship. Currency is 
worth what buyers and sellers want the value to be. These terms are but communist theory re-
floated as something positive; unrestricted floating rates of exchange between currencies, as 
part of global trade, are the quickest way to remove constraints to economic expansion. Human 
economic history is crystal clear on this.   
 
C: Med beds or medical beds are devices intended to treat, heal or provide therapeutic 
benefit, when lying in the bed. The effectiveness of the device depends as much on its 
operation as the belief a user has. Doubt and skepticism play a large role in treatment of mental 
and physical ailments, as do positive attitudes, approaches and perspectives. S/he who wants to 
get better, will do so more easily and quickly, because of that. The med bed user who remains 
skeptical, believing that benefits are due entirely to the device and not their thoughts, are far 
less likely to receive a benefit. 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
Now some “more”; a reader says & asks: 
 
RQ: The Committee said that though we spend time in Heaven in between lives, most souls 
spend little time there overall. 
 
Where are they the rest of the time? 
 
I confess that I was disheartened by this information because my human mind loves the idea of 
spending most of the time in a perfect Earth-looking environment. 
 
C: No soul spends time in Heaven; time does not exist in Heaven. This view can only be 
possible when looking at human lives along the human time numbering sequence called a 
calendar.  
 



Allow us a comment on your final sentence, then shall we continue to explain intervals in 
Heaven humans can perceive. 
 
You can find then visit or create yourself, the most perfect environment possible, in Heaven. 
What is perfect for you is subjective; other souls would immediately recognize both the beauty 
of the place you deem perfect and your preference for it, however other such souls likely would 
share your enthusiasm. No matter, invite them to your perfection and they shall invite you to 
theirs. All shall enjoy. It is not merely the environment but the invitation, plus the company of 
other souls, which make enjoyment possible and good and possible for everyone. 
 
Human lives are for your soul what a book can be for a human. How much time passes between 
looking at the title, opening to the first page for a glance, then closing the book after locating 
the final page. This might require a few seconds only, or at most just a minute. 
 
This is incarnation; upon your return home from Heaven, your departure for a voyage across 
Earth in a body, arrival as a baby then your later passing or death, often as a larger bodied adult, 
is merely a book you can quickly examine for contents, length and theme. Your return can and 
often seems to other souls as if your were gone for just a bathroom break 
 
How much effort is made to read the life book, to review the history of the incarnation, is 
immaterial to other humans aboard Earth, because time doesn’t pass for a soul, only for a 
human. S/he whose body dies then returns to Heaven in spring of year 1950 but incarnates 
again in summer of the same calendar year, passes the same interval, lapse or size of visit in 
Heaven as does another soul who reincarnates after the human Earth life which ends in year 
1950, year 1050 or year 2050.  
 
Human time sequence makes this seem impossible; true from the human perspective, but not 
in Heaven. 
 
Time cannot be spent in Heaven because it does not exist. Your soul is eternal, no sun rises or 
sets; no days, weeks, months or years exist unless you wish to have this effect. Many souls in 
Heaven try this out for fun and nostalgic memories. Your soul also tries out time cycles as they 
exist on other planets and create effects in the social structure and hierarchies of civilizations of 
the same planets.   
 
Your existence in Heaven is your natural condition; Earth is the distortion you know it not to be, 
because you deliberately, specifically set aside Heaven to experience a human life. This decision 
is what causes such a question which brought about this response. 
 
If in Heaven you fondly remember the rise and set of the sun, as do many a human enjoy them 
aboard Earth, you may in Heaven enjoy the most beautiful sunrise, sunset or twilight 
indefinitely. The Earth colors of red to orange to yellow or in the reverse order, and many 
gradual variations of each color as reflected off clouds, can be enjoyed in green to blue, purple 
to violet or any combination you like. Many a human incarnation veteran enjoys a green sky, in 
the same way a natural blue sky appears on Earth. 
 
Allow us a concrete example; place a wristwatch on your arm in Heaven, which you can have if 
you like. Set the time according to what it might be on Earth; this can be dome from the 
perspective of an orbiting synchronous satellite. The time will pass, or so suggest the hands and 



numbers on the dial, but Earth can be stopped for the entire lap around the watch face during 
which the watch hands or numerals might move & change.  
 
This seems strange to a human, as it should; you are human. Earth daylight sequences are a 
necessary part of your existence; running on your legs and hands at the same time can seem 
impossible, but to a gorilla it is much more natural. To a dog or bear, it is the preferred, natural 
feeling way.  
 
Human calendar considerations matter to humans, but not to your soul. Daylight and darkness 
upon the planet surface gravity requires a human to touch, are optional. Included with the 
option is a non-revocable feature; loss of perception of the true timeless nature of your soul’s 
existence. 
 
Your soul chooses incarnations with great care and seriousness, but during the same process, 
your soul, which is you, understands that life seems permanent, final and set when incarnated. 
It has to seem this way, for maximum benefit to be derived.  
 
Human life is not existence, it is a voyage. Heaven is your destination and home, immediately 
recognized once you return home. 
 
Be well one and all, do return soon.       

 

 
 
 


